
NO LATE ENTRIES WILL BE PERMITTED AT ANY USTA/MIDWEST
ELEVATED JUNIOR TOURNAMENT �CLOSED LEVEL 3, OPEN & CLOSED

LEVEL 4, OPEN LEVEL 5�.

OPEN LEVEL 5 DUAL ENTRY POLICY

1. Players may sign up for one division ONLY at one Open Level 5 tournament on any given
weekend.

2. Signing up for multiple divisions or the same division at multiple locations at Open Level
5s will NOT be permitted.

○ If a player is signed up for multiple divisions or events and is selected for both, the
player will be withdrawn from all events.

○ Violating this policy will result in the player receiving four USTA Suspension Points
for improper withdrawal and the player will receive no refunds.

3. A player may sign up for one division of one Open Level 5 tournament and a Level 6 or 7
tournament.

○ Written permission is required from both Tournament Directors to sign up for
multiple events.

○ If the player is selected for the higher-level event �Open Level 5�, the player must
withdraw from the lower-level event �Level 6 or 7�. If a player fails to do so, the
player will be withdrawn from the lower-level event and will receive four USTA
Suspension Points for improper withdrawal and will receive no refunds.

OPEN/CLOSED LEVEL 4 & CLOSED LEVEL 3 DUAL ENTRY POLICY
1. Players may sign up for two age divisions within the same Midwest Level event (ex. G16s

Level 4 and G14s Level 4�.
○ Written permission is NOT required to do so.
○ Players will be selected in descending order from older age division to younger age

division 18, 16, 14, and 12s. Once selected for the older age division, players will be
removed from the younger age division event.

2. If players are on one or more tournament lists (alternate/alternate or
alternate/competitor), this player may remain on both lists until end of day Monday (five
days before the event begins). At that time, the player must choose a list to remain on
and email the Tournament Director and the Midwest Office at
jrtourney@midwest.usta.com with their decision. Failure to do so may result in four USTA
Suspension Points for improper withdrawal.
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